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Abstract

The problem of checking equivalences for π-agents is not trivial and has been widely studied in
the last decade. Syntactic and semantic approaches can be taken to formally verify π-calculus
equivalences. The syntactic approach rests mainly on structural congruence. On the other hand,
the semantic checking methods can verify wider equivalences but cannot check infinitary π-agents.
Bisimilar agents have the same set of active names. This result and a technique to check bisim-
ulation considering active names is presented in [7]. There, agents active names are calculated
from their corresponding Labelled Transition Systems (LTS) and, because of this, cannot be di-
rectly applied to rewriting systems. In [2], a syntactic characterisation of active names for π-agents
was presented. Here, new rewriting rules are presented (based on the syntactic characterisation
of active names) to identify and discard useless code of π-expressions for a class of expressions
including composition. With these new rules, π-expressions are better reduced (more useless code
is discarded) enriching the equivalence classes of agents.

Keywords: mobile agents, π-calculus, formal verification, rewriting systems

1 Introduction

The problem of formal verification for π-calculus agents has been widely stud-
ied in the last decade. Regarding equivalences checking, we can roughly split
verification techniques into those that address the problem at the syntactic
level using rewriting systems, for example [3]; and those based on labelled
transition systems (LTS) for the behavioural equivalences. In both cases, the
problem of checking equivalences for π-agents is not trivial and each technique
has limitations.
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For checking behavioural equivalences, state explosion is a problem due to
input actions raising an infinite number of transitions when the set of agents
names is infinite. Montanari and Pistore [7,8] proved that finite automata can
be efficiently built for finitary 1 π-calculus without matching (representative
inputs are selected). From those finite branching automata, active names are
calculated and the automata are further reduced to check equivalence (bisimi-
lar π-agents have the same set of active names). For this approach, calculation
of agents active names depends on labelled transition systems (automata are
built) and is limited to the class of finitary π-calculus without matching.

For the syntactic approach, π-expressions are rewritten into normal forms
and agents are equivalent if their expressions are normalised to the same ex-
pression modulo to alpha conversion, commutativity and associativity of paral-
lel composition and permutation of consecutive restrictions. Most verification
systems in this approach are concerned with structural congruence. Some ef-
forts have been employed to improve syntactic verification techniques to check
equivalences wider than structural congruence. Hirschkoff [3,4], for example,
developed a technique to extend the idea of checking structural congruence to
bisimulation-up-to by Sangiorgi [11,12].

In [2], a study on the syntactic characterisation of potential active names
was presented. That study identified certain classes of expressions for which
active names can be syntactically calculated and others for which internal
communications are required to calculate active names. Despite of giving
directions on how to calculate active names and its counterpart inactive names,
the study does not give insights on the use of the latter to eliminate useless
code of π-expressions. The elimination of useless code of π-expressions is
of interest to slicing techniques and, in particular, to rewriting verification
techniques.

This paper presents an application of the active names syntactic character-
isation to reduce π-expressions and enhance π-calculus rewriting verification
techniques. This is achieved with the development of new rewriting rules to
eliminate useless code from π-expressions at the normalisation stage. The
syntactic calculation of active names is not possible in general and internal
communications are necessary for certain classes of expressions. The rewriting
rules presented here are restricted to classes of π-expressions for which active
names calculation remains decidable.

π-calculus preliminaries are first presented: the language fragment and its
semantics. Section 3 summarises the study of active names. Section 4 presents

1 ”an agent is finitary if there is a bound to the number of parallel components of all the
agents derivable from from it. ...A syntactical but more restrictive notion is that of finite
control agents, i.e., the agents without parallel composition inside recursion.” [7].
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a rewriting system followed by the presentation of new rewriting rules. The
last section analyses the limitations of the present work.

2 π-calculus Preliminaries

The π-calculus fragment (monadic π-calculus) used in the present work is
similar to the one in [6], but replicated agents are guarded by a prefixing
action 2 :

Q ::= 0 | α.P | (ν�x) P | P1 + P2 | P1 | P2 | ! α.P

The language elements have the usual meaning. 0 represents the stop
agent and cannot perform actions. (ν�x) P makes all elements in �x restricted
to agent P . P1 + P2 represents the choice of either agent P1 or P2, while
P1 | P2 represents composition of agents. Finally, ! α.P replicates α.P as
much as required; there is an infinite number of α.P s in composition.

Agent actions α are defined as follows:

α ::= τ | a(b) | ab | a(b)

τ is the silent (internal) action: an action with no observable behaviour.
a(b) denotes an action receiving b along port a, ab denotes an action sending
b along port a, and a(b) sends the internal name b along port a to its context
(scope extension). I and O denote the sets of input and output actions
respectively. ch(α) denotes the action port name while obj(α) represents the
information passed along the port. The restriction (νb) P and the input action
a(b).P both bind name b to the scope of P . b is a bound name (bn) in both
cases, and a free name (fn) otherwise.

2.1 Semantics

One way of defining π-calculus semantics is first capturing the notion of struc-
tural congruence and then define behaviour by transition means. Structural
congruence (≡) is defined as the smallest congruence satisfying laws in Table
1 3 [9] (laws over replicated agents have been added to the original definition
in order to handle the rewriting system by Hirschkoff [3,4]).

Structural congruence is not enough to define behavioural equivalences in
process algebras. Besides structural congruence, an operational semantics of

2 Guarded replicated agents is necessary to find a normal form in rewriting systems. Also,
summation is not considered in the rewriting system shown later; it has been introduced
here because of the active names study.
3 There are many ways of defining structural congruence, we have chosen one to help finding
rewriting rules.
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(i) If P and Q are variants of alpha-conversion then P ≡ Q.

(ii) The Abelian monoid laws for Parallel and Sum:

(a) commutativity: P | Q ≡ Q | P , P + Q ≡ Q + P ;
(b) associativity: (P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R), (P + Q) + R ≡ P + (Q + R));

and
(c) 0 as unit: P | 0 ≡ P and P + 0 ≡ P .

(iii) The scope extension laws:

(a) (νx) 0 ≡ 0
(b) (νx) P ≡ P , if x /∈ fn(P )
(c) (νx) (P | Q) ≡ (P | (νx) Q), if x /∈ fn(P )
(d) (νx) (P + Q) ≡ (P + (νx) Q), if x /∈ fn(P )
(e) (νx) (νy) P ≡ (νy) (νx) P

(iv) The replication laws:

(a) ! α.P | α.P ≡ ! α.P
(b) ! α.P | ! α.P ≡ ! α.P

Table 1
Structural Congruence Rules

each combinator is necessary. Here, the semantics of π-calculus is given by a
labelled transition system based on late semantics (Table 2) [9].

P ′ ≡ P, P
α
→ Q, Q ≡ Q′

Struc

P ′ α
→ Q′

Prefix

α.P
α
→ P

P
α
→ P ′

Sum

P + Q
α
→ P ′

P
α
→ P ′, bn(α) ∩ fn(Q) = { }

Par

P | Q
α
→ P ′ | Q

P
a(x)
→ P ′, Q

au
→ Q′

Com

P | Q
τ
→ P ′{u/x} | Q′

P
α
→ P ′, x /∈ α

Res

(νx) P
α
→ (νx) P ′

P
ax
→ P ′, a �= x

Open

(νx) P
a(νx)
→ P ′

P
a(x)
→ P ′, P

a(νu)
→ P ′, a �= u

Close

P | Q
τ
→ (νu) (P ′ | Q′)

Table 2
Transition Semantics (late) for π-calculus

Rule Struc is introduced to take structural congruence into account. This
also simplifies the transition system rules. Since commutativity laws are de-
fined for summation and parallel composition in the structural congruence,
there is no need to define the dual rules of Sum and Par.
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There is a set of equivalences defined for π-calculus[9]. Here, only early
bisimulation is defined.

Definition 2.1 An early bisimulation (∼) with late semantics is a symmetric
binary relation R on agents satisfying the following: PRQ and P

α
→ P ′, where

bn(α) is fresh, implies that

1. if α = a(x) then ∀u : ∃Q′ : Q
a(x)
→ Q′ ∧ P ′{u/x}RQ′{u/x}, and;

2. if α is not an input, then ∃Q′ : Q
α
→ Q′ ∧ P ′RQ′.

P and Q are (strongly) early bisimilar, written P ∼ Q, if they are related
by an early bisimulation.

3 Active Names

Active names of π-calculus agents (π-agents for short) have been studied
by Montanari and Pistore in [7] based on the idea of used names for value
passing CCS [5]. Pistore and Sangiorgi [10,11,12] proposed a partition re-
finement algorithm to check early and open bisimulations using active names
calculated from LTS. In [2], a study was carried out to recognise active names
from π-agents expressions, instead of LTS.

A name is said semantically active in agent P if it is a free name and
can be performed by P . An important result from this rests on bisimilar
agents having the same set of active names: “the active names of an agent is

the smallest subset of free names which affects the agent behaviour”. This is
formally stated in [7] as follows:

Definition 3.1 A name a is active for an agent P iff P �∼ (νa) P ; an(P ) =
{a|P �∼ (νa) P} is the set of active names for the agent P .

Proposition 3.2 If P ∼ P ′ then an(P ) = an(P ′).

A name is semantically inactive for an agent if it is unable to change such
agent from the external context point-of-view. Bound names can play a role
on internal actions of agents (they are thus unable to interfere on the external
context). Besides that, certain actions are never performed due to names
restriction. So, agent names exclusively involved in either internal actions or
actions never engaged (useless actions) are the so called inactive names.

Certain π-expressions can have active names identified without engaging
into internal actions. Table 3 summarises the syntactic characterisation of
active names for that class of expressions.

Example 3.3 Q1
def
= a(x).x(y) | ab.bc.c(z)
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Agent Active Names

1 0 { }

2 α.P fn(α) ∪ (an(P ) − bn(α))

3 P1 + P2 an(P1) ∪ an(P2)

4 (ν�x) α.P

8><
>:

{ } , ch(α) ∈ �x

fn(α) ∪ (an((ν�x − {b}) P ) − bn(α))) , α = a(b) ∧ a /∈ �x

fn(α) ∪ (an((ν�x) P ) − bn(α)) , otherwise

5 (ν�x) (P1 + P2) an((ν�x) P1) ∪ an((ν�x) P2)

6 α.P1 | β.P2 an(α.P1) ∪ an(β.P2)

7 ! α.P an(α.P )

8 ! α.P1 | ! β.P2 an(α.P1) ∪ an(β.P2)

Table 3
Active Names without Reaction

an(Q1) = an(a(x).x(y)) ∪ an(ab.bc.c(z))

an(a(x).x(y)) = fn(a(x)) ∪ (an(x(y)) − bn(a(x)))

= {a} ∪ (fn(x(y)) ∪ ({ } − bn(x(y))) − {x})

= {a} ∪ ({x} ∪ ({ } − {y}) − {x})

= {a} ∪ ({x} − {y} − {x})

= {a} − {y}

= {a}

an(ab.bc.c(z)) = fn(ab) ∪ (an(bc.c(z)) − bn(ab))

= {a, b} ∪ (fn(bc) ∪ (an(c(z)) − bn(bc) − { })

= {a, b} ∪ ({b, c} ∪ ({c} ∪ ({ } − {z}) − { }) − { })

= {a, b, c}

an(Q1) = {a} ∪ {a, b, c} = {a, b, c}

Compound agents can engage into internal communications and commu-
nicate with the external environment using the same actions because there
is no restriction on the top of expression. As a result, no scope extrusion is
made and all actions in the expression can be engaged. For agents with no
restricted names, active names can be calculated directly from expressions.

For the general case, agent active names calculation is not possible without
engaging into internal communications. For agents that can exclusively engage
into internal actions, internal steps must be performed to check which actions
come next and, then, calculate their active names. Table 4 summarises the
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calculation of potential agents active names whenever internal communications
are required.

In order to get all possible internal communications for replicated pro-
cesses, we must then consider at most the number of subsequent actions an
agent can perform. This corresponds to the size of expressions (expsize(E) is
given by the number of sequent actions, item 3) considering only prefixing and
composition operators.

Agent Active Names

1 (ν�x) α.P | β.Q
S

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(an((ν�x) β.Q)) ∪ (an((ν�x) α.P )),

(an((ν�x) (P{c/b} | Q)) − bn(α)), α = a(b) ∧

β = ac ∧

a ∈ �x

(an((ν�x ∪ {c}) (P{c/b} | Q))

−bn(α) − bn(β)), α = a(b) ∧

β = a(c) ∧

a ∈ �x

2 (ν�x) (
Pn

i=1 αi.Pi |Pm

j=n+1 αj .Qj )
S
{an((ν�x) (αi.Pi | αj .Qj))|1 ≤ i ≤ n, n + 1 ≤ j ≤ m}

3 (ν�x) ! α.P an((ν�x)
Qn

i=1 α.P ), n = expsize(α.P ) + 1

4 (ν�x)
Qn

i=1 ! αi.Pi

S ( S
{an((ν�x) (! αi.Pi))|1 ≤ i ≤ n}S
{an((ν�x) (αi.Pi | αj .Pj))|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ∧ i �= j}

Table 4
Active Names under Reaction

The example below shows how to calculate active names as internal com-
munications are required.

Example 3.4 Suppose agents Q2 and Q3 defined as follows:

Q2
def
= cd.a(x).xy

Q3
def
= a(b).b(z).yw

(νa) Q2
cd
→ (νa) (a(x).xy) ∼ 0

(νa) Q3 ∼ 0

(νa) (Q2 | Q3)
cd
→ (νa) (a(x).xy | Q3)

τ
→ (νa, b) (by | b(z).yw)

τ
→ (νa, b) (0 | yw)

yw
→ (νa, b) (0 | 0)

an((νa) Q2) = {c, d}

an((νa) Q3) = {}

an((νa) (Q2 | Q3)) = {c, d, y, w}
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The example above shows a case in which scope extension is performed
and then actions can be engaged due to such names extrusion, otherwise
the agent would stop. Agent (νa) Q2, for example, is unable to perform
action a(x) because name a is restricted. For the same reason (νa) Q3 has
a behaviour bisimilar to agent stop. Although both agents are not able to
progress in isolation due to restricted names, they can engage into internal
communications when they are composed and restriction is put on the top of
the whole agent scope. As a result, (νa) (Q2 | Q3) can perform all Q2 and
Q3 actions and the active names set comprises all those action names. Note
that scope extrusion of name b is first performed due to the internal action,
and this makes the second internal action possible.

4 A Rewriting System for π-calculus

Checking bisimulation can be performed by rewriting systems concerned with
structural congruence [12]: a normal form for π-expressions is used and agents
are bisimilar if they can be re-written to the same expression modulo to alpha
conversion, commutativity and associativity of parallel composition and per-
mutation of consecutive restrictions. Besides that, Hirschkoff [4] developed a
technique to extend the idea of checking structural congruence to bisimulation-
up-to, by Sangiorgi [11].

This section summarises the rewriting system to check bisimulation-up-to
developed by Hirschkoff [3,4]. New rewriting rules based on the study of active
names are described afterwards (Section 5).

4.1 Checking Structural Congruence through Rewriting

The verification technique developed by Hirschkoff handles a fragment of π-

calculus without summation, match or mismatch. For that, a normal form
was defined and proved unique[3]:

P = 0 | (ν�x) α1.P1 | α2.P2 | . . . | αm.Pm | ! αm+1.Pm+1 | . . . | ! αn.Pn |(1)

Note that summation has not been considered in this normal form and all
agents are product of prefixed agents. Also, alpha-conversion is used in order
to avoid free and bound names clash. This normal form is also considered for
the definition of new rewriting rules in Section 5.

To check agents equivalence, a term normalisation algorithm is first applied
and, then, normalised expressions are compared. The normalisation is as
follows:

Definition 4.1 The normalisation algorithm can be defined as a rewriting
system based on the following rules:
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[R1] P | 0 → P

[R2] (νx) P → P , if x /∈ fn(P )

[R3] P | (νx) Q → (νx) (P | Q) , if x /∈ fn(P )

[R4] ! α.P | α.P → ! α.P

[R5] ! α.P | ! α.P → ! α.P

[R6] (ν�x) α.P → 0 , if ch(α) ∈ �x

Apart from rule [R3], the rewriting system is made of reduction rules so
that their application to expressions leads to new expressions shorter in size.
The great majority of rules in Definition 4.1 are taken from those of structural
congruence (Table 1). As a result, reduced expressions are structural congru-
ent to the original ones and an algorithm can be found to reduce expressions
to their corresponding normal forms. Confluence of this system (including
rules [R1]–[R5]) has been proved in [3].

Rules [R1] to [R5] come all from structural congruence definitions. Rule
[R1] reduces any agent composed with the stop agent to itself. Rule [R2]
eliminates the restriction combinator whenever the restricted names do not
appear free in the agent 4 . Rule [R3] is about scope extension. Differently
from the previous rules, its application keeps the expression size instead of
reducing it. Nevertheless, all restrictions are pulled up as much as possible
and the reduction procedure stops when the rule is no longer applicable.

Rules [R4] and [R5] are about replicated agents. In [R4], an agent is
removed if composed with a replicated copy of itself. In [R5], a replicated
agent is removed when composed with itself. Note that these rules are only
possible because all replicated agents are guarded by an action; this is not
true for arbitrary replicated agents, as noted by Milner in [6]. All other rules
from structural congruence definitions with no ability to reduce expressions
are denied.

[R6] is not catched from congruence rules. It was further created [4] to
eliminate unused parts of expressions and is based on the idea of removing
agents that cannot have their prefixing actions engaged. Note that this rule is
not very concerned with structural congruence because it has semantical (on
behaviour) rather than geometrical meaning. This was, however, introduced
as a “congruence” rule to make easier the application of up-to-bisimulation
technique.

4 Rules [R2] and [R3] are guarded by a condition about name freeness. Even though,
the system is considered an ordinary Term Rewriting System since such a condition can be
embedded in agents representation if a De Bruijn notation for names is used.
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Example 4.2 Consider the following agents:

Q4
def
= a(x).x(w)

Q5
def
= (νy) (a(x).x(w).y(b).bc.c(z))

Despite having different sets of free names, both agents can only perform
the first two actions because y is restricted. To check that these agents are
bisimilar, the rewriting system above is first applied to both agents so that
Q5 is reduced to a(x).x(w):

since

Agent Reduced Agent Rule

(νy) (y(b).bc.c(z)) → 0 [R6]

the whole agent Q5 is reduced to a(x).x(w)

Agent Reduced Agent Rule

(νy) (a(x).x(w).y(b).bc.c(z)) → (νy) (a(x).x(w)) [R6]

(νy) (a(x).x(w)) → a(x).x(w) [R2]

Q4 and Q5 expressions become identical after reduction.

Besides structural congruence, Hirschkoff also checked bisimulation-up-to
injective substitution, restriction and composition. To check up-to-substitution
and up-to-restriction, normalised agents are used and an algorithm that work
on injective substitutions of free names is applied (it is, in fact, an exten-
sion of the alpha-conversion checking method). To check up-to-composition,
however, transitions on normalised expressions must be performed: commu-
nications resulting in silent actions are reduced. These reductions have two
main consequences: first, the original agents are not recovered after inter-
nal communications; second, a set of new expressions may raise as internal
communications are performed. However, it still controls “state” explosion
because only silent actions are performed.

Even with the new rule ([R6]), the rewriting system is unable to remove all
inactive actions from expressions (bisimilar agents have the same set of active
actions [7]). Agents having a prefixing action unable to communicate with its
context due to port name restriction has already been captured by rule [R6].
Cases other than prefixing actions, however, may also lead to agents unable
to communicate with their contexts, as shown in the following example.

Example 4.3 Consider agents Q6 and Q7:

Q6
def
= (νa) (a(x).x(w) | bc)

Q7
def
= bc
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Action a(x) (agent Q6) is neither able to communicate with the external
environment (a is restricted) nor with the other compound agent (bc). As a
result, a(x).x(w) could be removed from Q6 without affecting its behaviour.
If so, Q6 would become identically written to agent Q7 (they are bisimilar).

Bisimilarity of Q6 and Q7 is not recognised by the rewriting system above:
no rule can be applied to rewrite Q6 into Q7. To extend the idea of finding
inactive actions of π-expressions, the following section presents new rules to
eliminate inactive actions from π-expressions based on the study of active
names. The new set of rules does not cover late or early bisimulations for the
fragment of π-calculus with replicated agents, but it is a step forward in the
sense of slightly enriching terms reduction used in [4] with composition.

5 From Inactive Names to New Rewriting Rules

With the syntactic characterisation of active names we can find both the
potential active and inactive names of agents. Inactive names are the union
of the bound names set with free names that exclusively appear in actions
never engaged by agents (namely inactive actions). Analysing expressions and
their corresponding sets of active names, we may find subexpressions never
used when preceded by inactive actions. These unengageable subexpressions
can be substituted for the stop agent preserving bisimulation. In order to
remove unused subexpressions, the study on the characterisation of active
names is used as a foundation to reduce π-expressions and then enrich π-

calculus verification techniques based on term rewriting. This section presents
new rewriting rules based on that study.

5.1 Inactive Actions: cases

From syntactic characterisation of active names, we may also find certain
actions never engaged due to names restriction. Moreover, actions preceded
by one never engaged (inactive action) become inactive. Restricted names
are, in fact, the key-point for unengageable actions. This section summarises
cases in which restricted names lead to unused subexpressions (useless code)
for the π-calculus fragment with prefixing and parallel composition.

Inactive names can be split into the set of free and bound names. All
inactive free names exclusively appear in inactive actions. On the other hand,
the inactive bound names may participate in engageable and unengageable
actions. The set of engageable bound names is made of all bound names that
appear in the calculation of active names. Bound names not appearing in
such a calculation belongs to actions never engaged (inactive actions). One
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can identify candidates for unengageable actions from active/inactive names
calculation. Here, situations that lead to potential unengageable actions are
analysed for expressions involving restricted prefixed and composed agents:

Prefixing: The port name of a prefixing action is restricted – the prefix-
ing action cannot be engaged and the subsequent actions are also inactive
(already captured by rule [R6] and related to item 4 of Table 3 - first line).

Composition: An agent is a composition of two processes with restricted
port names so that one of the processes cannot communicate with the con-
text nor with the other process.

We must first analyse how a restricted action can communicate with
others in order to find the opposite situations. Let α be a prefixing restricted
action of agent P composed with Q ((ν�x) (α.P | Q) and ch(α) ∈ �x). α can
communicate with Q in one of the following ways:
(i) there exists action α in Q. Since a bound name is different from all other

bound or free names in expressions, α port name cannot be reconfigured.
Whenever α is in Q, it can communicate to α (ex.: (νa) (a(x).A | ab.B));

(ii) there exists action β in agent Q that extrudes α port name to the
context and the β port name is free (β is an engageable action). (ex.:
(νa) (a(x).A | b(a).B)); or

(iii) there exists a third agent inside the restriction. For example,
(ν�x) (α.P | Q | R) and ch(α) ∈ �x
and β (in agent Q) can be reconfigured to α due to an internal com-

munication with the third agent (R). A particular example:
(νa, b) (a(x).A | b(y).yc.B | ba.C).

If one of these cases is found, the restricted agent is able of engaging into
communications. For the opposite situations, however, agents cannot
communicate and the useless subexpressions can be removed. All these
potential communications are related to item 1 of Table 4).

The following sections formalise the situations above to denote useless
subexpressions throughout rewriting rules.

5.2 Preliminary Definitions

In order to define new rules, we first give basic definitions. The following
definitions are all related to agent expressions (syntax) instead of actions se-
mantics. Let I be the set of input actions (β ∈ I means β is an input action)
and O the set of output actions.

Definition 5.1 Action equality up to communication and alpha-conversion
is defined as: α equals β (denoted as α � β) if
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ch(α) = ch(β) ∧ ((α ∈ I ∧ β ∈ I) ∨ (α ∈ O ∧ β ∈ O))

Note that to have the same communication capability, actions must have
identical port name and both be input or output actions.

Actions can communicate to each other whenever they have the same port
name and one of them is an input and the other is an output action. The
following definition formalises the idea of having complementary actions un-
dertaking communication notion.

Definition 5.2 An action α is complementary to β if they can communicate
to each other:

ch(α) = ch(β) ∧ ((α ∈ I ∧ β ∈ O) ∨ (α ∈ O ∧ β ∈ I))

Note that an input action may communicate to either output or output
bound actions. An action is said to appear, or belong to, an agent expression,
if it is written down in the agent expression.

Definition 5.3 An action α is in agent P (denoted as α ∈ P ) if it, or its

alpha-conversion, appears in P ’s definition 5 : P
def
= . . . α . . .

An action can be reconfigured if it is preceded by an input action and
its channel name coincides with the object name of that input action. This
notion of action reconfiguration is defined as follows:

Definition 5.4 An action β reconfigures action α in an agent P (denoted as
β ↪→ α : P ) if:

P
def
= . . . β.P1.α . . . ∧ β ∈ I ∧ ch(α) = obj(β)

Once an action can be reconfigured, it can evolve to a particular action.
It can, indeed, have its names changed to become identical to another action
up to alpha-conversion.

Definition 5.5 Action β can evolve to α in agent (ν�x) P (denoted as β ↘
α : (ν�x) P ) if

β ∈ (ν�x) P ∧

(β = α ∧ � ∃γ.γ ↪→ β : (ν�xP ) ) ∨

(∃γ.γ ↪→ β : (ν�xP ) ∧ β{ch(α)/ch(β)} � α)

Action β becomes equal (up to communication) to α if its port name is
renamed to α port name. Note that this equality is in the sense of Definition
5.1 – concerned with communication ability.

5 This is an abuse of notation to make further definitions easier.
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5.3 New Rules

Here, new rewriting rules are created to reduce π-expressions as agents are
unable to engage into certain actions.

A priori, we could think of reducing agents expressions whenever an action
to be performed has restricted port name. This might be true if we had
neither communication through composition nor reconfiguration and extruded
names in π-agents, as shown in the active names study. In [4], Hirschkoff
developed a rewriting system based on structural congruence enriched with a
rule to reduce agents expressions as restrictions are on prefixing actions port
names (rule [R6]). That rule, however, does not cover all situations in which
subexpressions can be removed without affecting agent behaviour (already
discussed in Section 4.1).

Here, rules to reduce agents expressions as a restricted action is found and
the agent cannot communicate with its context are defined (situations shown
in Section 5.1 - Composition). In fact, this extends the rewriting system to
also handle useless subexpressions in composed agents.

Definition 5.6 The rewrite rules for parallel agents are defined as follows:

[R7] (ν�x) (α.P | Q) → (ν�x) Q , ifch(α) ∈ �x ∧

� ∃α ∈ Q ∧

� ∃β ∈ O.β ∈ Q ∧ obj(β) = ch(α)

[R8] (ν�x) (α.P | Q | R) → (ν�x) (Q | R) , if(ch(α) ∈ �x ∧

∃β ∈ O.(β ∈ R ∧

obj(β) = ch(α) ∧ ch(β) ∈ �x) ∧

� ∃γ ∈ Q.γ ↘ α : Q)

For rule [R7], agent α.P is reduced to 0 because it cannot communicate
to Q; Q has no α action. At the same time, Q is not able to extrude the α
port name to the context. This rule formalises items Composition 1 and 2
from Section 5.1.

Example 5.7 Consider agents Q6 and Q7 from Example 4.3:

Q6
def
= (νa) (a(x).x(w) | bc)

Q7
def
= bc

Applying Rule [R7] to agent Q6, we obtain a new agent that can be further
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reduced to agent Q7:

Agent Reduced Agent Rule

(νa) (a(x).x(w) | bc) → (νa) bc [R7]

(νa) bc → bc [R2]

Q6 and Q7 are checked bisimilar as normalisation is applied.

On the other hand, rule [R8] shows how to reduce an agent expression even
when the α port name is apparently extruded but no action in Q can evolve
to α. At a first glance, this looks inconsistent with rule [R7] in which the α
channel name is extruded. However, if action that extrudes the channel name
is also restricted, the only way to have a communication with α is when it is
given as input to Q (from R), and a Q’s action can evolve to complementary
α (α). Rule [R8] gives a syntactic situation in which such a communication
is impossible and formalises item Composition 3 of Section 5.1.

Example 5.8 Consider agents Q8 and Q9:

Q8
def
= (νa, d) (a(x).x(w) | d(y).bc | da)

Q9
def
= (νa, d) (d(y).bc | da)

Applying Rule [R8] to agent Q8 we obtain agent Q9:

Agent Reduced Agent Rule

(νa, d) (a(x).x(w) | d(y).bc | da) → (νa, d) (d(y).bc | da) [R8]

The idea of eliminating codeless π-expression based on inactive actions is
captured by rules [R6], [R7] and [R8]. [R6] captures the idea of restricted
agents in the prefixing context, while [R7] and [R8] capture the idea of re-
stricted composed agents in which one of the agents stops because its prefix-
ing action has a restricted channel and cannot communicate with the other
agent. These rules, however, do not cover all situations in which composed
agents might stop. We might remove, for example, from rule [R8], condition
ch(β) ∈ �x and still have α channel extruded. But this would require a seman-
tic approach to be checked and we avoided such an approach to preserve the
rewriting technique (to have this detected, certain communications must be
performed due to agents reconfiguration).

6 Conclusions

This paper presented new rewriting rules based on the syntactic characterisa-
tion of π-agents active names. The main result is on the application of these
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rules to rewriting systems enriching classes of equivalences checked by nor-
malisation: certain composed agents can now be checked bisimilar after agent
normalisation. This is a step forward to [3,4] in which only unused prefixed
agents could be removed from expressions.

Bisimulation checking can be performed by rewriting rules concerned with
structural congruence. There, a normal form for π-expressions is used and
agents are bisimilar if they can be rewritten to the same normal form modulo
to alpha conversion, commutativity and associativity of parallel composition
and permutation of consecutive restrictions. Besides that, Hirschkoff [3,4]
developed a technique to extend the idea of checking structural congruence to
up-to-bisimulation by Sangiorgi [11,12].

With the syntactic characterisation of active names, we can also find the
potential inactive names of agents. From that, we may discover part of ex-
pressions never used because it is preceded by names semantically inactive
(namely inactive actions). Expressions starting with inactive actions can sub-
stitute for stop agent without changing behaviour. In other words, we may use
the characterisation of active names to reduce π-expressions and enhance π-

calculus rewriting verification techniques. In the present work, we investigated
how certain unengageable composed agents can be removed without affecting
their behaviour. However, this does not cover all situations in which com-
posed agents might stop. To have this detected, certain communications must
be performed due to agents reconfiguration and a semantic approach must be
applied. New rules on composed agents have been investigated considering
the semantic approach, but are still underway as well as rules on replicated
agents.

A prototype has been developed to implement the rewriting system by
Hirschkoff and the new rules. Rules from [R1] to [R7] are already implement
and [R8] is in progress. The system has been successfully applied to toy
examples, but no accurate data on performance has been taken so far.
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